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Our engineering standards
are unmatched in the industry.
James’ finely crafted speakers are the
result of enthusiastic designers.

Utilizing 4 Beryllium 1” dome
tweeters in a unique 22.5 degrees
square array, the array provides high
power handling and smooth
frequency response across a wide
coverage angle.

All James Loudspeaker products
are designed by our masterful team of
qualified engineers, with many years
of collective experience.

Designed and manufactured
in the USA.

At James Loudspeaker we have a
vision for excellence in design, and a
dedication to every detail.

(AFDC) effectively tunes the system
to your room. Optimum performance
is achieved through each loudspeaker
to accommodate different acoustic
environments.

James Loudspeaker...

In-house designed slimline drivers provide
3” grille in wood cabinetry

in-wall installations never before possible.

. In a class of its own!
Not just state-of-the-art.
The finest relevant design
solutions for your home.

At James you will find an unprecedented combination of innovative features ensuring excellence in design and quality.
Interior products feature James proprietary ultra-slim driver technology, Adjustable Frequency Distribution Circuit and our quad-tweeter
array design. The result is solid sonic precision specially designed to be of minimal visual presence.

in-wall

Real world solutions through the most advanced innovative technology.
Perfection, to some, is the absolute expression of deep, accurate and dynamic sound.
At James, we offer you the ideal. The aesthetic sound of perfection and precision.
Now this incredible mixture of innovation and experience brings you
a new class of in-wall speakers. The world’s finest... only from James!
James in-wall products offer
nearly limitless choice of
installation configurations.
All James Loudspeaker products
are timbre matched, resulting in
unrivaled audio realism.
Model: SA63-7 installation (above)

in-ceiling
BE Collection 812BE

SA Collection 3” grille. (below)

SA Collection 63SA-4

BE Collection 808BE

SA Collection 63SA-7

Model: EMB21 21” in-room Subwoofer

The EMB Series offers a broad
selection of in-room and in-cabinet
subwoofers models, with optional
1000 Watts DSP amplifier.

subwoofers
“This is no ordinary in-ceiling product.
It produces extraordinary, powerful bass,
enough to fill even a large home theater.
Most impressive is the PowerPipe’s
ability to disappear, both from
visual and aural perspectives. ”
Alex Gonzalez - Home Entertainment

All James subwoofers offer a seamless fusion of visionary technology and revolutionary performance with the designer
in mind. Numerous designs include in-room, in-cabinet, in-ceiling, concealed PowerPipes and in-wall models. With smooth

Model: PowerPipe 1000PT
Flexible tube allows for

frequency responses and tight transitions, James subwoofers provide a uniquely spacious soundscape like never before.

multiple port placement options.

Model: 101SA-6 Subwoofer - Extraordinary in-wall design.

SA Collection Subwoofers.
Deep bass and high SPL from such a visible opening
causes a second take! James engineers are
dedicated to maximize the beauty of your home.

The PowerPipe
architectural
port option is the
perfect solution for
systems installed
in cabinetry,
in-ceiling, in-closet,
an adjoining room,
or under the floor;
essentially
any location!

on-wall
On-wall Collection

SoundBars

Model: 63OW

James has pioneered the design of ultra-slim
SoundBars and now offers two complete series.
The SPL3 Series features a 3.5” woofer and is a
mere 1.5” deep, yet plays down to 90 Hz. The SPL6
series feature 6.5” woofers for deep bass and high
SPL, and only 2.75” deep. Both series feature LCR,
Stereo and James’ famous Centergy configurations.
All bars are constructed of aircraft aluminum and are
custom sized to fit your display, and include
custom brackets. A wide range of matching
on-wall/in-wall surrounds and subwoofers are
available to complement any James SoundBar.

Model: SPL3LCR

®

Model: SPL6LCR
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